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Course Descriptions

Two Day Practical Pistol: 
Introduces the novice shooter to basic weapon handling and employment skills. The draw, 
reloading technique, ready positions, multiple target management, turning and shooting on the 
move are developed during this period of instruction. This course is designed specifically for 
students with some basic firearms training.

Ammunition count:1350

Two Day Tactical Pistol: 
This course introduces the experienced shooter to tactical employment of the pistol. The student 
needs to have a solid working knowledge of his weapon system prior to commencing this 
training as it tends to be fast paced. The draw, reloading, ready positions , immediate action, 
multiple target management, adverse angles, turning and shooting on the move are all 
emphasized and honed. Use of cover/ concealment and negotiating barricades are introduced as 
well as different shooting positions. Cover/ Contact team tactics are introduced as well as 
rudimentary building entries and searches. 

Ammunition count: 1580 minimum

Three Day Patrol Shotgun: 
This course explains and demonstrates the versatility of the shotgun in a patrol setting.  The 
student learns the skills that make deployment of the shotgun viable. Covered during the period 
of instruction are Ammunition selection, employment and use of the shotgun as part of a Cover/ 
Contact Team. Patterning, mounting, carries, reloading, multiple target management, shooting on 
the move, use of cover and negotiating barricades are emphasized during this course. Immediate 
action and transitions to a secondary weapon are also taught. 

Ammunition count: 900 buck-shot, 830 bird-shot, 130 slug, 500 pistol

Three Day Patrol Carbine: 
Much like the Patrol shotgun course this class emphasizes the versatility of the Carbine in a 
patrol/ sentry setting. The student hones rifle marksmanship skills and develops the ability to 
deploy the carbine in a myriad of settings and circumstances. Combat reloading, mounting, 
carries, multiple target management, adverse angles, shooting while moving, negotiation of 
barricades and use of cover are stressed to the student. Use of the carbine as part of a Contact/ 
Cover Team as well as immediate action and transitions to a secondary weapon are also taught.

Ammunition count: Carbine 3,233  pistol 340 minimum

Basic Tactical Five Day: 
This course combines the tactical pistol course as well as either of the Patrol long gun courses. It 
also introduces the student to the basic employment concepts of the tactical team and the 
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functions of its members. This course is designed as part of a three class course for the SWAT/ 
SERT operator.

Ammunition count: varies

High Risk Operations: 
This course is designed to teach students how to operate as part of an organized and dedicated 
team or as part of a hastily developed team. The various functions of each member of a tactical 
team are explain and covered. The employment of teams is covered and the techniques for felony 
vehicle stops, vehicle extractions, officer/ victim rescue from hostile crowds, crowd 
management/ mobile tactical teams and building entries/ searches. Also covered are Team 
Organization and development, equipping the team, scene management and debriefing the team/ 
stress management. This course is intensive and physically demanding.

Ammunition count: 0

Advanced Tactical Five Day: 
This course is designed to hone the already developed weapons handling skills of the SWAT/ 
SERT member as well as introducing the culmination of a tactical team operation. Three days are 
spent on weapons handling ( one day per weapon) and the others are spent developing and 
streamlining the operator. Perimeter team development and employment are covered as well as 
dynamic and covert entries, entry preparation and scene security and management. This is the 
final of the three class course for SWAT/ SERT operators. It is both physically and mentally 
demanding.

Ammunition count: Varies

Custom Course/ Clinics: 
We can design and develop courses for your organization specifically. Weapons handling, team 
development/ organization and even corporate team building can all be handled by the 
professionals at Aggressive Defensive Solutions. We also conduct clinics on a wide range of 
topics; everything from Introduction to ADS to safe traveling and executive protection/ force 
protection.. For information about these prospects contact us at our business number.

Aggressive Defensive Solutions provides all targets and training aids. We do not provide weapons, 
ammunition or the training location.

To request a quote or schedule a course contact us by electronic mail: sales@aggdefsol.com or

Aggressive Defensive Solutions
P.O. Box 2637 
Chesapeake, VA 23327
(757) 620-2878
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